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Word Power Made Easy PDF 

   Capsule 99 

Add to your Vocabulary with 5 new words! Word Power Made Easy PDF Capsule 99 

brought to you by Testbook's team of experts! Today's 

words: Raconteur, Raiment, Rakish, Rampant and Ramshackle!  

Vocabulary is an important part of SBI Clerk, SBI PO, SSC CGL and other exams. A 

major portion of the question paper tests your knowledge of vocabulary. To help you 

prepare, Testbook brings you a list of commonly asked words in any competitive 

exam. What’s more, we also serve you with some easy tricks up your sleeve to 

remember these words and ace your paper. Download the PDF to revise later. Here’s 

Word Power Made Easy PDF Capsule 99.  

Raconteur (noun) 

Hindi translation: बयान  करनेवाला 

Meaning: A person who tells anecdotes in a skillful and amusing way. 

Memory Tip: Racont sounds similar to recount; raconteur ⇒ one who 

recounts.  

 

Used in Sentence: He is a brilliant raconteur. 
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Rakish (adjective) 

Hindi translation: शोहदे जैसा 

Meaning: Having or displaying a dashing quality or appearance. 

Memory Tip: Rakish ⇒ rockish > rocking!! 

 

Used in Sentence: He wore his jacket in a rakish manner. 
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Raiment (noun) 

Hindi translation: पोशाक 

Meaning: Clothing. 

Memory Tip: Raiment sounds similar to Raymond, an Indian branded 

fabric and fashion retailer. 

 

Used in Sentence: She designed this outstanding raiment. 
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Rampant (adjective) 

Hindi translation: अिनयंित्रत 

Meaning: Out of control, spreading uncontrollably. 

Memory Tip: Ram + p + ant ⇒ rom + ant ⇒ roaming ants spread 

uncontrollably. 

 

Used in Sentence: The health department couldn't do much as it was rampant 

and drug-resistant. 
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Ramshackle (adjective) 

Hindi translation: जीण� 

Meaning: Poorly constructed. 

Memory Tip: Ram + shackle ⇒ room + shaking ⇒ the house was so 

poorly constructed that its rooms literally shook. 

 

Use in Sentence: He didn't buy that ramshackle house. 

Here are a few other capsules that you will find useful in the upcoming exams: 

Error Spotting Made Easy Capsule 14 

Phrasal Verbs Made Easy Capsule 

Word Power Made Easy Capsule 98 

Any competitive exam can be easily conquered with a good amount of practice. By 

practicing more and more exam related questions, you will be able to take an edge 

over others. To start your practice now, click on the link provided below! 

Practice Qs for Govt. Exams  
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Have some doubts regarding recruitment or any academically related query? Join 

your fellow aspirants and share your doubts with our experts on Testbook Discuss! 

Go to Testbook Discuss  

Which words do you want memory tips for? Let us know in the 

comments! 

Click here for more words 
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